Chief Executive’s Review

OVERVIEW

FY2018 was a significant year of progress
for the Group, both in terms of strategic
development as well as improved
underlying performance. While the trading
environment in our key markets of the
UK and Ireland remained challenging,
our branded portfolio returned to volume
and revenue growth, outperforming the
broader LAD market.

Stephen Glancy
Group Chief Executive Officer
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Our Scottish businesses excelled this year, with
Tennent’s driving share growth and revenues of +5%,
benefiting from continued investment in social media,
sponsorship and new fount roll-out programme. Our
Tennent’s wholesale distribution business in Scotland
also performed strongly. Customer numbers, volumes
and revenues were all up, driven by the Group’s
procurement scale helping deliver value to customers
and excellent service levels.
The expansion of our distribution agreement with
AB InBev for our cider portfolio in the UK gained
momentum, through its first year. Incremental on-trade
and wholesale distribution points for Magners yielded
positive results in H2 2018. Our investment in Admiral
Taverns further enhances our route-to-market across
the UK. We completed the investment in December
2017 and trading to date is in line with our expectations.
In Ireland, Bulmers brand investment helped boost our
brand health scores with our key target demographic
of 18-24 year olds as well as grow share in the off-trade
and hold share in packaged on-trade, but competitive
pressures remain in draught.(xiii)
FY2018 saw another year of strong performance for our
craft and super-premium brand portfolio, with Menabrea
increasing volumes by +55% and Heverlee by +33%. We
strengthened our portfolio increasing our investments in
the Dublin craft brewery – Five Lamps and the Somerset
craft cider brand – Orchard Pig.(vIii)
These craft investments, together with Admiral totalled
€53m. We also returned €78 million to shareholders
through a combination of share buybacks and dividends.
With Net Debt(vi)/EBITDA(ii) of 2.37x at 28 February 2018,
leverage at year end remained low. This enabled us to
move quickly and opportunistically for Matthew Clark
Bibendum, which we acquired post year end out of
the administration of Conviviality Plc. Matthew Clark
Bibendum is the largest independent distributor to
the UK on-trade. With unparalleled on-trade market
access, a wide range of supplier relationships, and
supported by a skilled and loyal employee base, this is
a business we know well.

Business & Strategy

A strategically important acquisition for the Group, this
greatly enhances our route-to-market in the UK ontrade. Significant progress has already been made in
stabilising the business. We look forward to working with
our new colleagues in restoring the group’s position as
one of the leading and most respected drinks suppliers
in the UK hospitality sector.
In terms of outlook, trading in March and April for the
C&C Group has been in line with expectations, and we
are confident in our outlook.

STRATEGY UPDATE
The Group is well placed to benefit from the evolving
trends in our sector and our strategy in domestic and
international markets remains unchanged.
In Scotland and Ireland, we combine leading local brands
with unrivalled production and distribution capabilities.
These strong brand/geographic combinations provide
the platform from which we can deliver long term value
from our key brand assets as well as build out our
portfolio through targeted brand investment, product
innovation, agency wins and acquisitions.
In the year, we made significant strategic progress
in replicating this model across the UK through our
investment in Admiral Taverns (December 2017)
and post year-end the acquisition of Matthew Clark
Bibendum (April 2018). These investments significantly
strengthened the route-to-market for our brands
across the UK on-trade hospitality sector. In addition,
our expanded distribution agreement with AB InBev,
gathered momentum during the year gaining new offtrade, wholesale and draught distribution points across
the UK for Magners and our English cider brands.
Internationally, given our size and scale, our model
is to partner with local brewers and distributors. In
Magners we have one of the truly international cider
assets currently sold in over 50 countries and growing in
territories as diverse as Russia, Germany and Thailand.
The export potential of Magners and Tennent’s is based
on solid domestic foundations.
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Great Britain
€m
Constant currency

Great Britain
FY2018

(i)

FY2017

Scotland

C&C
Brands

GB

Revenue

307.5

152.3

Net Revenue

211.5

81.2

Change %

Scotland

C&C
Brands

GB

Scotland

C&C
Brands

GB

459.8

294.9

145.8

440.7

+4.3%

+4.5%

+4.3%

292.7

201.7

84.6

286.3

+4.9%

(4.0%)

+2.2%

+6.0%

(2.6%)

+3.5%

(1.1%)

(1.4%)

(1.3%)

(1.4%)

+3.9%

– Price / mix impact
– Volume impact

Operating profit(iii)
Operating margin

Volume – (kHL)
– of which Tennent’s
– of which Magners

32.6

6.9

39.5

31.0

7.0

38.0

+5.2%

15.4%

8.5%

13.5%

15.4%

8.3%

13.3%

0bps

1,378

1,198

2,576

1,394

1,216

2,610

(1.1%)

+20bps +20bps

(1.5%)

(1.3%)

1,017

1,019

(0.2%)

520

518

+0.4%
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MARKET INSIGHT
UK economic growth slowed during the calendar year
2017, as rising inflation and negative real wage growth
dampened consumer spending and impacted broad
swathes of the consumer and retail sectors. LAD
markets demonstrated their resilience with volumes flat
for GB cider and -1% for lager, but value up 2-3% across
each category as firmer pricing and premiumisation
trends continued across the sector.(x)
Within this, premium and speciality categories
outperformed standard and the off-trade outperformed
the on-trade.(x) Off-trade volumes were broadly flat, but
on-trade was negative(x) driven by adverse weather and
the growth seen in previous periods, particularly in city
centre and food-led pubs, reversing.
In Scotland, the final legal challenges against the
introduction of minimum unit pricing legislation
were dismissed in November 2017 and the Scottish
Government enacted the legislation for 1st May 2018
implementation. C&C has been supportive of this
legislation since inception and believes it is an important
step in tackling the social and human cost of problem
drinking, particularly amongst Scotland’s poorest and
most vulnerable communities.
In the UK, the cider category remains competitive.
However, some rationalisation is occurring within the
category as major international brewing groups switch
their focus from developing their own cider brands
towards greater collaboration with established players.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Tennent’s
The Tennent’s brand has had a very strong year,
benefitting from continued investment in social media,
product innovation, sponsorship and new fount roll-out
programme. Brand volumes were flat, outperforming a
total beer market that was down -2%(x) despite several
periods of highly disruptive winter weather. In the
important independent free trade in Scotland we grew
customers, share and value. Off-trade volumes were
up +3% again taking share. Brand investment and
innovation in pack design also helped drive a strong net
sales rate performance, reflecting premiumisation and a
marked price/mix improvement. Accordingly, net sales
revenues for the Tennent’s brand for the period were up
5.3% in GB.
We completed the roll-out of over 5,000 new Tennent’s
founts across the Scottish on-trade. The new founting
produced increased rate of sale in a sample of
participating stockists of 2.8%(xi) and helped drive
outperformance against peers and the market. Our
social media activity in Tennent’s continues to win both
share of mind with Scottish consumers and industry
awards. Tennent’s retained its No.1 ranking in Scotland
in the YouGov purchase intent index, improving 2.1
points in 2017.(xii)
Wholesale distribution
Operational and financial performance at our
Tennent’s wholesale distribution business in Scotland
strengthened throughout the year. Customer numbers
are up +2% year-on-year, together with some larger
account wins. Volumes were up 3.0% for the year
(H1 2018: +1%), with revenues ahead by more,
reflecting improved mix and price inflation across third
party brands. Success has been driven by leveraging
the Group’s procurement scale to deliver value to
customers, excellence in service levels, including a
streamlined ordering process with on-line ordering now
accounting for 24% of volumes (FY2017: 14%).

Magners and UK cider portfolio
In April 2017, Magners and our portfolio of English cider
brands transitioned to new distribution arrangements
with AB InBev. After a slow start, Magners volumes
have gathered momentum through the second half
+9% (H1 2018: -6%). Overall Magners volumes are flat
for FY2018, a good performance in a year of transition
and against some very strong comparatives
(FY2017: +12.8%).
It is still early days but there is already clear evidence of
the long-term opportunity for our brands under this new
distribution partnership. Magners’ SKUs performed well
in range reviews in the year with the major supermarket
groups. Moreover, new distribution listings have been
achieved in the convenience channel (Magners is +12%
in Nielsen MATs to February 18 for Impulse), amongst
wholesalers and in draught (Magners Original draught
volumes are +20% year-on-year).
Craft and super-premium
Our craft and super-premium brands had another strong
year of both organic and acquisitive growth in Scotland
and across the rest of GB. We launched Heverlee,
our Belgian lager, in the Scottish off-trade in August
in 660ml bottle and 330ml can. The brand was the
fastest growing new launch in Tesco in that period and
distribution has already been extended to the rest of the
UK. The success demonstrates the value of the C&C
model where our core brand strength and distribution
network enables us to build brand momentum in the ontrade, before launching successfully into the off-trade.
Menabrea increased volumes by +55% to 18kHL in
GB, achieving good growth across national on and
off-trade accounts, casual dining as well as the Scottish
IFT. Heverlee was +33% and Drygate our Scottish craft
joint venture, was +74%. Off-trade distribution across
the UK has increased dramatically with four of our
super-premium brands (Heverlee, Menabrea, Pabst and
Caledonia Ales) now securing 5,691 off-trade distribution
points between them, up from just 350 in March 2017.

This positive performance includes another strong year
from our specialist wine business in Scotland which
was up +4% in the year, led by our on-trade, own label
business.
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Against a backdrop of an increasingly challenging
market and softening consumer confidence, trading at
Admiral’s predominantly wet-led pubs has been resilient
and in line with plan. Comparable EBITDA(ii) for the
three months to February 2018 is up 0.8%. EBITDA(ii) for
the 12 months ended 28 February 2018 was £23.7m
(February 2017: £24.4m), including the known impact of
a new distribution agreement with KNDL signed in 2017.
Admiral is accounted for as an associate of C&C and it
contributed €1.1m of after tax associate income to the
Group profits in the three months from completion to
end February 2018.
We are working closely with the management team
at Admiral to identify appropriate opportunities for our
brands.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
We strengthened our craft portfolio in the period
completing the purchase of Orchard Pig in April 2017,
having originally invested in the business in 2012.
Orchard Pig is a fast-growing craft cider brand based in
Somerset which has built a strong consumer franchise
and an impressive distribution footprint across the on
and off-trade, particularly in London and the Southeast
of England. Orchard Pig contributed 33kHL in the
10 months to February 2018 and grew comparable
volumes at +41% over the past 12 months. The brand’s
super-premium and craft credentials complement C&C
Group’s existing international and regional cider brand
portfolio. From March 2018, we brought Orchard Pig
within our distribution agreement for UK cider with AB
InBev to further enhance its footprint.
Admiral Taverns
On 4th September 2017, we announced a joint venture
investment in Admiral Taverns, an award-winning
tenanted pub company, with c. 850 pubs across
England and Wales. The investment was £37m (€42m)
for a 47% equity stake in the business in partnership
with a private equity firm Proprium Capital and Admiral
management. The investment completed on 6
December 2017, simultaneously with an acquisition by
Admiral Taverns of a further 17 pubs from Heineken’s
Star Pubs & Bars Division.

The strong divisional revenue and profit uplift was driven
by our Scottish business, in particular the improvement
in Tennent’s rate, a positive volume and price/mix in
wholesale and continued high growth and margins at
our craft and super-premium portfolio.
Our total branded volumes in Great Britain were up
1.9%, including the part-period contribution from
Orchard Pig, a strong organic performance from our
super-premium and craft portfolio and stable volumes
at our core brands of Magners and Tennent’s. Margins
at our Scottish businesses remained broadly flat given
increased investment in Tennent’s founts and investment
in price within our wholesale business.
The volume and revenue performance in our Great
Britain division was also impacted in the year by the
withdrawal from certain own-label contracts following
the sale of Shepton in 2016 and a weaker performance
by AB InBev beer brands. Own label and AB InBev beer
volumes and revenues were down in aggregate 72kHL
of volume; £5.6m (€6.3m) of net revenue in the period.
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Ireland
€m

Ireland
FY2018

FY2017
Underlying*

Change
Underlying*

FY2017
CC(i)

Revenue

312.1

326.6

(4.4%)

341.5

Net revenue

215.0

227.6

(5.5%)

242.5

Constant currency(i)

+0.3%

– Price / mix impact

(5.8%)

– Volume impact

Operating profit(iii)
Operating margin (Net revenue)

Total volume – (kHL)
– of which Bulmers – (kHL)

40.1

43.0

(6.7%)

48.0

18.7%

18.9%

(20bps)

19.8%

1,324

1,405

(5.8%)

1,599

386

409

(5.6%)

409

*	Underlying FY2017 comparatives adjusted for: (i) constant currency(i)
(FY2017: revenues €3.5 million, net revenues €2.9 million; operating
profit €0.6 million); (ii) the impact of certain AB InBev beer volumes in
Ireland in the comparative period which transferred to direct supply
under the terms of our revised distribution arrangements with AB
InBev (FY2017: volumes 194kHl; revenues €14.9 million; net revenues
€14.9 million; operating profit €5.0 million).
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MARKET INSIGHT
Macro-economic indicators continued to strengthen
through the year in the Republic of Ireland, despite the
uncertainty surrounding Brexit. However, economic
expansion remains concentrated in the major urban
areas, with consumer spending in rural areas more
subdued. Against strong comparatives buoyed by the
European Championships and better weather, the LAD
market was down -1.2%(vii) (MAT at February 2018), with
cider faring slightly better at -0.5%.(vii) These weaker
volumes were most keenly felt in the on-trade, with both
LAD and cider categories down c.-3%(vii), in part due
to increased competition from other drinks categories,
particularly premium spirits. On-trade LAD volume
declines were mitigated by growth in the off-trade and a
firmer pricing environment.
In Northern Ireland, the squeeze on consumer spending
from falling real wage growth was felt across the
hospitality industry, with on-trade LAD volumes down
significantly year-on-year.(vii)
The competitive landscape across the Island of Ireland
remains intense with significant new product launches
by major international brewers across beer and cider
heightening competition for bar space and consumer
attention.
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OPERATING PERFORMANCE
Cider – ROI
During the year we significantly increased our
investment behind the Bulmers brand. This included the
launch of Outcider by Bulmers, and a new marketing
campaign for Bulmers Original under the tag-line “100%
Irish”. Both have been well received by Irish consumers
and customers. Brand affinity and brand salience scores
for Bulmers increased with our key target demographic
of 18-24 year olds by 8ppts on each measure, to 40%
and 54%(xiii), respectively. Prompted awareness is now
98%(xiii). Outcider has taken a 2% share of cider in the
off-trade in its first 12 months(vii).
C&C grew its share of off-trade cider to 57% MAT
February 2018 (February 2017: 56% MAT)(vii). Within this
the Bulmers family (including Outcider) held its share of
off-trade at 47%(vii). The off-trade channel accounts for
61% of cider volumes in the Republic of Ireland and 35%
by value(vii).
In the on-trade, Bulmers still enjoys a significant
distribution and rate of sale
advantage over all competitors.
Bulmers on-trade market share(vii)
in packaged remains solid at 85%
MAT February 2018 (February 2017:
88%)(vii), while share in draught
softened as a result of reduced
distribution to 69% MAT February
2018 (February 2017: 77%).(vii) Ontrade packaged accounts for
28% of cider volumes and 47%
by value.(vii) On-trade draught
accounts for 11% of volumes
and for 17% by value.(vii)

We invested an additional €3m in above the line activity
on the Bulmers brand in the year. The marketing focus
will now progress onto more in-pub activation and a
further refinement of the pint bottle livery to enhance
standout in the fridge. In addition, we improved our
trading strategies in the on-trade creating a focussed
key brands sales team for the Dublin area and targeting
marquee lost accounts.
Craft and super-premium
Our craft and super-premium portfolio had another good
year in Ireland. We increased our financial investment
in the Five Lamps brewery in Dublin. The brand is now
in 303 pubs across Ireland (+86% year-on-year), with a
further 250 installs targeted for FY2019. To complement
the Five Lamps range of craft lagers, we launched our
Dowd’s Lane range of traditional craft Ales, Stouts and
Cider. The combined Five Lamps/Dowd’s Lane business
is among the largest craft businesses in Ireland.
Heverlee, our premium Belgian lager, had another
strong performance with volumes +17.7% including the
successful launch of a 660ml bottle for the off-trade.

Overall, on and off-trade
volumes for the Bulmers
brand family were 6% down
on last year, but should be
considered against a strong
brand performance in the
comparative period of +3%
and the reduction in the ontrade cider category of -3%.(vii)
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Heverlee, our premium Belgian
lager, had another strong
performance with volumes +17.7%

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The financial performance of the Ireland division
was principally impacted by the revised terms of our
distribution agreement with AB InBev for their beer
portfolio in Ireland, as well as reduced volume and
margin performance in Bulmers.

Tennent’s NI
Despite particularly poor summer weather, and a more
challenging consumer backdrop, our core Northern
Irish business performed satisfactorily with volumes
and revenues ahead of last year and outperforming the
broader LAD market.
Wholesale
The performance of our C&C Gleeson wholesaling
business improved through the year, with a
strengthened management team leveraging off the
procurement synergies of the C&C Group, for the
ultimate benefit of customers. Volume losses in the first
half moderated to a flat year-on-year performance in
Q4. Our wine business was up 3% in the year at over
80kHL, benefitting from our distribution rights in Ireland
for Santa Rita and Castella.

As anticipated, the new distribution terms on AB InBev
beer resulted in the loss of a number of wholesaler
accounts in Ireland which reverted to direct supply.
These accounts had contributed volumes, revenues
and profits of 194kHL, €14.9 million and €5.0 million
respectively in the prior period and therefore account
for a significant part of the division’s reported volume,
revenue and operating profit declines in the period.
On an underlying basis the performance of the
division was primarily impacted by Bulmers, where the
volume decline of 6% resulted in reduced revenues
and profits, with rate and margin also softening as a
result of adverse channel mix. In addition, there were
negative performances in our lower margin own label
and Gleeson’s drinks distribution businesses. Divisional
margins were down 20bps at 18.7% on an underlying
basis (down 110bps on a constant currency reported
basis) due to increased brand investment and negative
channel mix impact in Bulmers, mitigated by overhead
cost reductions and improved business mix away from
own label and third party distribution.
While the timing of Christmas provided a modest boost
to the trade, several days trading were lost in the second
half due to disruptive winter weather.
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International
€’m
Constant currency

International
FY2018

(i)

FY2017

Export

North
America

Int’l

Revenue

22.0

19.6

Net Revenue

21.9

18.6

Change %

Export

North
America

Int’l

Export

North
America

Int’l

41.6

23.6

25.3

48.9

(6.8%)

(22.5%)

(14.9%)

40.5

23.5

23.9

47.4

(6.8%)

(22.2%)

(14.6%)

(9.0%)

+2.8%

(3.5%)

+2.2%

(25.0%)

(11.1%)

(13.6%) +100.0%

(1.5%)

– Price / mix impact
– Volume impact

Operating profit(iii)
Operating margin

Volume – (kHL)

5.1

1.4

6.5

5.9

0.7

6.6

23.3%

7.5%

16.0%

25.1%

2.9%

13.9%

189

132

321

185

176

361

Our International division now comprises all export markets for C&C
outside of the UK and Ireland. Our strategy is to capitalise on the
global growth trajectory of cider and premium beer with our portfolio
of authentic brands through partnership arrangements with local
and international brewers and distributors.
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MARKET INSIGHT
The global cider category (excluding UK and Ireland)
continues to expand at an estimated 3%(xiv) per annum.
The category is growing faster than beer, driven by both
the recruitment of new drinkers in established cider
countries as well as the steady evolution of new cider
markets. Consumers across the globe are attracted
by cider’s sweeter proposition, its refreshing taste and
natural, gluten-free and female-friendly credentials. In
Europe, cider is building on its established position in
Western Europe and by increasing its share of LAD in
the more traditional beer markets of central and Eastern
Europe. Asian cider markets continued to develop
quickly, albeit from a low base, led by China, Hong
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan.
After the period of rapid expansion in 2012-2015(xv), the
US cider market continues to experience significant
volume declines. Consumer interest has switched to
adjacent categories and cider has lost both shelf space
with retailers and brand investment from the major
brewers. However, signs of stabilisation are emerging
across the category with import brands and fruit ciders
returning to modest growth, but big national brands are
continuing to cede share to local and craft producers.
Accordingly, volumes for the cider category as a whole
are running at mid-single digit declines.(xv)

OPERATING PERFORMANCE
Export markets
In line with our strategy to consolidate and enhance
our international distributor network, we made good
progress in the year transitioning our brands in certain
key target markets to higher quality and proven
international partners. AB InBev are now distributing
Tennent’s for us in Italy and trialling distribution of
Magners in China; Coca Cola Amatil have had a good
first year as our Magners distributor in Australia (volumes
+32%), having performed strongly for us in recent
years in New Zealand. In addition, significant growth
(+35%) was achieved in Germany where Karlsberg
(our successful partner in France) took over the
distributorship this year.
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In aggregate, European volumes of 143kHl in the
year were up 3% year-on-year (FY2017: +14%). We
saw good growth in Germany due to an expanding
category and a change of distributor. Elsewhere,
performance was more subdued against strong
comparatives, particularly in France which hosted
the European Championships in FY2017. In addition,
margins and volumes were under pressure in certain
European markets such as Portugal and Spain as the
devaluation of sterling has led to an increase in parallel
imports of Magners from the UK. This is likely to remain
a feature of our business in the near term and we have
adjusted pricing accordingly, which will negatively
impact on revenues and margins in FY2019.
Our nascent African business (FY2017:12.5kHL)
suffered significant supply chain disruptions, with
only 4.1kHL shipped in FY2018. Shipments have
recommenced in April 2018.
In Asia Pacific, our brands performed strongly in the
period with volumes up 24% to 40kHl. This was a result
of a good recovery in Magners in Australia under our
new distributor, as well as good progress in a number
of other markets across beer and cider including
China, New Zealand and South Korea. This positive
performance outweighed the impact of discontinued
business in India (FY2017: 4.8kHL).
Core brand export performance: Magners and
Tennent’s
Magners volumes were flat at 100kHL in our Export
markets as strong growth in Australia and New Zealand
was held back by a more muted performance in Europe
and travel retail. We launched Magners Juicy Apple in
the year across our Asian markets. This slightly sweeter
product extension will help expand the brand’s appeal
with younger, local consumers.

Our Export markets (excluding North America) grew
volumes in aggregate for the year by +2%. However,
excluding discontinued/suspended activity in India and
Africa these markets were in growth by 10%, in line with
our long-term growth targets for this part of the business.
North America
In the US, our cider brands continued to be negatively
impacted by declines in the overall cider market. Our
branded portfolio was down 25%, due primarily to
the poor performance of our national cider brands
Woodchuck and Gumption. However, volumes of
Magners and our other English cider brands’ volumes
stabilised during the year. Together with Wyders, our
US fruit-styled cider brand, these import brands now
account for 50% of our branded portfolio in the US and
have returned to modest growth.
In February 2018, we announced that we were resuming
full responsibility for the sales and marketing of our
brands in the US and terminating our distribution
arrangements with Pabst Brewing Company. The
transfer was effective 1st April 2018, with all transferees
and new hires now in post. Current trading is ahead of
plan. Our sales and marketing strategy going forward
will be more focussed around the key markets for our
US and import brands.

The Tennent’s brand continues to make good progress
in international markets. We now export to 35 countries
globally and volumes were 52kHl in the year. Despite
the impact of discontinued low-value business,
volumes were up +2%. Growth came predominantly
from Asia, with encouraging contributions from China
and South Korea.
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Operating profits for the International division were
broadly flat on prior year at €6.5m, despite upfront
investment from entering and developing new markets
and slower growth in high margin European markets.
Continued volume and revenue declines in our US
brands, have been mitigated by further cost efficiencies
and contract manufacturing and packaging wins. NSV
rate/HL in other export markets declined due to country
and brand mix, as developing markets in Asia grew
volumes more strongly than higher value markets in
Europe. This also impacted on margin in Export, despite
some marketing and overhead savings.

UPDATE ON MATTHEW CLARK BIBENDUM
ACQUISITION
On 4 April 2018, we announced the acquisition
of Matthew Clark Bibendum (MCB) for nominal
consideration out of the administration of certain
subsidiaries of Conviviality Group Plc. While still
operational, the business had clearly been operating
under financial stress for some weeks and stock and
service levels were significantly below normal. Since that
time, through the incredible hard work of all MCB and
C&C staff and the significant support of its customers
and suppliers, we have made great strides in getting this
high quality business back on its feet.
There is still much more work to do, but stock levels are
now returning to more normalised levels . The support
we have received from all stakeholders demonstrates
the unique and valued position this business occupies
within the UK hospitality sector.
We are pleased to announce the appointment of David
Philips as Managing Director of Matthew Clark. David
was Finance Director of Matthew Clark between April
2007 and November 2015 and brings a wealth of
knowledge and experience, which will be invaluable in
re-establishing a robust control environment and moving
the business forward to best meet suppliers’ and
customers’ expectations.

Business & Strategy

Our initial review of the opening working capital
balances as at 4th April 2018, show stock of £56.3m;
trade and other receivables of £184.9m (of which
trade receivables (including retros) were £163.8m);
and trade and other payables were £247.1m (of which
trade creditors (including goods received not invoiced)
were £166.3m and excise duty, VAT and other taxes
were £51.5m). These balances remain subject to audit
and final fair value review. We expect to give a more
detailed update on the current trading and prospects of
the Matthew Clark business in our half-year pre-close
trading update in September 2018.

PEOPLE
At C&C the model that we operate is that the Board
allocates resources and assesses performance of the
business divisions with the support of a head office of
not more than 20 people, whilst each business division
is equipped with the relevant people assets to ensure
that we operate effectively in the market. Accordingly,
each of our businesses has a local MD who has the
associated capability to implement the agreed strategy
and make day to day operational decisions for that
business. In areas like procurement, planning and
manufacturing, we seek to optimise our capability and
run on a functional basis.
Our remuneration philosophy focuses on stakeholder
participation through equity participation, to align
employee interests with those of shareholders.
Management remain largely incentivised through equity
and we have employee-wide schemes in Ireland and the
UK with significant participation levels amongst eligible
employees. Bonus arrangements for managers and
employees focus on local objectives that are relevant for
the creation of long term sustainable shareholder value.
All employees have the opportunity of participating in
performance related bonus schemes.
This year was the first year businesses in GB were
required to report on their Gender Pay Gap. We
welcome this initiative and our full report is available
on the Tennent’s website. Our report reveals that the
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gender pay gap across our GB business is broadly in
line with the ONS figures for the UK. Our gender bonus
gap reflects the higher proportion of male employees
in senior management roles with senior roles receiving
a higher bonus. We continuously strive for consistency
and fairness across employee pay arrangements
and ensure that colleagues receive the same career
development opportunities. We will monitor our gender
pay gap and look to improve the gender balance across
our business.

A focus area in FY2018 has been
around employee engagement.
A survey was completed across
Ireland and GB and I am pleased
that participation was high with
73% of employees completing the
survey, sharing their thoughts and
feedback.

We recently acquired the Matthew Clark and Bibendum
wholesale businesses in GB. We are very much looking
forward to welcoming the 2,000 or so employees
and we are pleased to have ended a difficult period
of disruption and uncertainty for them as well as for
customers, suppliers and for the industry in GB more
generally.
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A focus area in FY2018 has been around employee
engagement. A survey was completed across Ireland
and GB and I am pleased that participation was high
with 73% of employees completing the survey, sharing
their thoughts and feedback. Each department has
identified areas they would like to see improvement
in and work continues in relation to this. One of the
key themes that came out of the survey was around
communications and this will be a focus going forward.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
Taking an active lead on Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) matters and working with our communities and
stakeholders is essential to our business. Over the last
12 months we have continued to develop our CSR
agenda.
After the Scottish Government initially passed legislation
to introduce a minimum price for alcohol in 2012,
following a series of legal challenges, its introduction
was finally approved by a UK Supreme Court decision in
November 2017 and came into effect in Scotland in May
2018. We were supportive of this initiative from the start
and believe that minimum unit pricing is an important
step in tackling irresponsible consumption of alcohol.
We are also supportive of the Governments’ plans to
introduce this important initiative in the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.
We have always believed that consumers should
be given sufficient information about what they are
consuming to help to ensure a sustainable relationship
between ourselves, our products and our communities.
In line with that belief, we voluntarily display calorie
information on our packaging in the UK and Ireland.
Our products are relatively low in sugar content with our
leading cider brands containing less sugar than their key
competitors and with Tennent’s lager only containing
trace levels of sugar. In the UK, we also include the Chief
Medical Officer’s latest responsible drinking guidelines
on packaging.

Business & Strategy

We focus our CSR efforts on activities that benefit our
local areas and work hard to ensure we have a positive
impact on the communities in which we operate. A
significant part of this is our approach to charitable
activities where we support a wide range of charities,
particularly those that have a local impact in relation to
our operating facilities.
We are extremely proud of the work of the Tennent’s
Training Academy, which has now provided over 40,000
training courses, having a very positive impact on the
quality and expertise within the Scottish hospitality
trade. This includes working with Glasgow’s Special
and Behavioural needs schools to develop pupils’
experience across the hospitality industry and to
promote healthy lifestyles for young people; our Yes
Chef programme, which is aimed at rehabilitating young
adult males recently released from prison; and the
Magners Employability Scheme, which sees Magners
partner with the Celtic FC Foundation and the Tennent’s
Training Academy to teach new skills to adults who are
registered as long-term unemployed.
We support a wide range of charitable causes across
the Group, big and small. These range from activities
such as Tipperary Water partnering with the Irish
national child protection charity, the ISPCC; to lower
profile but equally important charitable activity such
as our support for KidsOut, our partnership with Inner
City Enterprise, a charity which advises and assists
unemployed people in Dublin’s inner city to set up their
own businesses and our support for Scotland’s first
social enterprise pub group, Harry’s, which aims to help
young people who need it most by offering bespoke
training in the hospitality sector.
The Tennent’s Visitor Experience has seen continued
growth, with plans to develop the Tennent’s visitor
experience well underway, with a significant investment
in a brand new state of the art tour that will combine
cutting edge digital animation and bespoke interactive
display features with never before seen Tennent’s
historical exhibits, creating a truly one of a kind brewery
experience.
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We also support a diverse range of sporting events
through our sponsorship of the Tipperary hurling and
football championships, our partnership with the Irish
Football Association in Northern Ireland and of course
our partnership with Glasgow Celtic FC. We also
support a wide range of live music events and festivals
such as the Bulmers Forbidden Fruit festival and Body
& Soul in the Republic of Ireland and Belsonic, Vital and
CHSQ in Northern Ireland
The Group has also delivered a great range of
environmental initiatives. During the last year, we
reduced electricity consumption at our manufacturing
sites by 13% per hectolitre and Scope 1 and Scope
2 CO2 emissions across our sites fell by 23%. Our
manufacturing sites in the UK and Ireland also sent no
waste to landfill.
Our commitment to the environment is central to our
business. We are a producer that relies on high-quality
agricultural products. We pressed 80,000 tonnes of
fruit last year across our manufacturing sites and we
continue to source all of our malt used in our Wellpark
Brewery from Scottish farmers.
I am personally very proud of the work undertaken by
employees to ensure that we nurture our environment
and the communities in which we operate.

Stephen Glancey
Group Chief Executive Officer

Summary notes to Chief Executive’s Review are set out below.
(i)

FY2017 comparative adjusted for constant currency (FY2017
translated at FY2018 F/X rates) as outlined on page 51.

(ii)

Adjusted EBITDA is earnings before exceptional items, finance
income, finance expense, tax, share of equity accounted
investment profit after tax, depreciation and amortisation charges.
A reconciliation of the Group’s operating profit to Adjusted EBITDA
is set out on page 48.

(iii)

Before exceptional items of €7.0m on a before tax basis.

(iv)

Adjusted basic/diluted earnings per share (‘EPS’) excludes
exceptional items. Please also see note 9 of the financial
statements.

(v)

Free Cash Flow (‘FCF’) is a non GAAP measure that comprises
cash flow from operating activities net of capital investment cash
outflows/(inflows) which form part of investing activities. FCF
highlights the underlying cash generating performance of the
ongoing business. A reconciliation of FCF to Net Movement in
Cash & Cash Equivalents per the Group’s Cash Flow Statement is
set out on page 49.

(vi)

Net debt comprises borrowings (net of issue costs) less cash &
cash equivalents.

(vii)

Nielsen Ireland Databases – ROI total cider category volumes as at
February 2018

(viii) Orchard Pig was acquired in April 2017 and contributed volumes of
33HL in FY2018.
(ix)

Ireland FY2017 comparatives adjusted for: (i) constant currency
(FY2017: net revenues €2.9m; operating profit €0.6m); (ii) the impact
of certain AB InBev beer volumes in Ireland in the comparative
period which transferred to direct supply under the terms of our
revised distribution arrangements with AB InBev (FY2017: volumes
194kHl; revenue €14.9m; net revenues €14.9m; operating profit
€5.0m).

(x)

Nielsen Scantrack 52wks to end February 2018; on-trade: CGA
OPMS MAT end February 2018 for GB – beer and cider categories

(xi)

Based RoS performance (in 2 months post-installation) of all
stocklists receiving new fonts by 10th June 2017.

(xii)

YouGov BrandIndex – Purchase Intent scores FY2017 (Scotland)

(xiii) Company commissioned market research conducted by Ipsos
MRBI (2015) and Behaviour & Attitudes (2017)
(xiv) Per IRI-Canadean
(xv) TTB Industry Update Cider Domestic & Import Volumes – May
2017
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